Did You Know?
BART CoPilot

Do you feel tied to your desktop when viewing your trips? Do you sometimes lose a receipt or forget to
add an expense because you could not record it right away? Well, it sounds like you need BART CoPilot.
CoPilot is a real-time app for your mobile device or computer that works both online or offline. Changes
made by dispatch are immediately visible on CoPilot, so there is no
longer a need to resend trip sheets to the crew each time there is a
change. Crew members can get their schedules and post their flight
info. The crew can enter their expenses, attach photos of the receipts,
and create an expense report for the trip on the spot. BART CoPilot
puts you one step closer to a paperless flight department!
* Click here to take the tour!!

The crew can email maintenance with any issues and also view the
status of any due maintenance, as well as the status of open/closed
issues. All this is available to view from the app. There's even a version
for the passengers!
BART CoPilot has many calendar view options, including a lobby view
that refreshes every 5 minutes, dropping off flights after they have
completed. This versatile app makes it easy to view contract fuel prices
from the start menu. The crew can view all the contracts at all locations,
making CoPilot an indispensable tool in the cockpit.

With BART CoPilot it is easy for owners and admins to locate flight details such as confirmation numbers
on hotels, cars etc. It gives you all this information, and more, in an easy to read format. CoPilot also
contains a document library where you can scan and store documents for company, aircraft, a specific
trip or passenger, and for crew members. CoPilot updates automatically, so there is no down time
waiting for an update to install.

In just a few taps you can quickly notify passengers of
delays. Viewing the weather at each airport is a breeze
with BART CoPilot. Need to contact the FBO? Just tap
on the day or the aircraft and you will see the FBO
phone number, frequency, and map. A single tap shows
you all passengers and all leg comments, on a single
screen and all available without an internet connection!
This can actually serve as a trip sheet as well.

Frustrated with transcribing written flight logs then
entering them after a trip? With BART CoPilot you can
input details as you go with error checking and automatic calculations. They will be electronically
submitted to BART Recordkeeping. The best part? Flight Log Details can be entered without an
internet connection!

Need to see which crew are flying? Curious if that vacation day was approved? You no longer have to
call dispatch to find out. Just tap Crew Schedules to see the details!
BART CoPilot was designed to give you the freedom you desire and the functionality you expect, while
still being easy to use. Would you like to learn more or see it for yourself? Take a look and then give us
a call at 678.679.4799 or email us at didyouknow@seagil.com and we will show you how BART CoPilot
can benefit your flight department.

Click here to take the tour!
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